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Kernel methods have a wide spectrum of applications in machine learning. Recently, a link
between quantum computing and kernel theory has been formally established, opening up opportu-
nities for quantum techniques to enhance various existing machine learning methods. We present a
distance-based quantum classifier whose kernel is based on the quantum state fidelity between train-
ing and test data. The quantum kernel can be tailored systematically with a quantum circuit to
raise the kernel to an arbitrary power and to assign arbitrary weights to each training data. Given a
specific input state, our protocol calculates the weighted power sum of fidelities of quantum data in
quantum parallel via a swap-test circuit followed by two single-qubit measurements, requiring only
a constant number of repetitions regardless of the number of data. We also show that our classifier
is equivalent to measuring the expectation value of a Helstrom operator, from which the well-known
optimal quantum state discrimination can be derived. We demonstrate the proof-of-principle via
classical simulations with a realistic noise model and experiments using the IBM quantum computer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in quantum information science and machine
learning have led to the natural emergence of quantum
machine learning, a field that bridges the two, aiming to
revolutionize information technology [1–5]. The core of
its interest lies in either taking advantage of quantum ef-
fects to achieve machine learning that surpasses the clas-
sical pendant in terms of computational complexity or
to entirely be able to apply such techniques on quantum
data. A prominent application of machine learning is
classification for predicting a category of an input data
by learning from labeled data, an example of pattern
recognition in big data analysis. As most techniques in
classical supervised machine learning are aimed to get-
ting the best result while using a polynomial amount of
computational resources at most, an exact solution to
the problem is usually out of reach. Therefore many such
learning protocols have empirical scores instead of analyt-
ically calculated bounds. Even with this lack of rigorous
mathematics they have been applied with great success
in science and industry. In pattern analysis, the use of a
kernel, i.e. a similarity measure of data that corresponds
to an inner product in higher-dimensional feature space,
is vital [6, 7]. However, classical classifiers that rely on
kernel methods are limited when the feature space is large
and the kernel functions are computationally expensive
to evaluate. Recently, a link between the kernel method
with feature maps, and quantum computation was for-
mally established by proposing to use quantum Hilbert
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spaces as feature spaces for data [8]. The ability of a
quantum computer to efficiently access and manipulate
data in the quantum feature space offers potential quan-
tum speedups in machine learning [9].
Recent work in Ref. [1] showed a minimal quantum
interference circuit for realizing a distance-based super-
vised binary classifier. The goal of this task is, given
a labelled data set D = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xM , yM )} ⊂
CN × {0, 1}, to classify an unseen data point x˜ ∈ CN
as best as possible. Conventional machine learning prob-
lems usually deal with real-valued data points, which is
however not the natural choice for quantum information
problems. In particular, having quantum feature maps
in mind we are therefore generalizing the data set to be
complex valued. The quantum interference circuit intro-
duced in Ref. [1] implements a distance-based classifier
through a kernel based on the real part of the transition
probability amplitude (state overlap) between training
and test data. Once the set of classical data is encoded
as a quantum state in a specific format, the classifier
can be implemented by interfering the training and test
data via a Hadamard gate and gathering the projective
measurement statistics on a post-selected state which has
been projected to a particular subspace. For brevity, we
refer to this classifier as Hadamard classifier. Since a
Hadamard classifier only takes the real part of the state
overlap into account it does not work for an arbitrary
quantum state, which can represent classical data via a
quantum feature map or be an intrinsic quantum data.
Thus, designing quantum classifiers that work for an ar-
bitrary quantum state is of fundamental importance for
further developments of quantum methods for supervised
learning.
In this work, we propose a distance-based quantum
classifier whose kernel is based on the quantum state fi-
delity, thereby enabling the use of a quantum feature
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2map to the full extent. We present a simple and system-
atic construction of a quantum circuit for realizing an
arbitrary weighted power sum of quantum state fidelities
between the training and test data as the distance mea-
sure. The argument for the introduction of non-uniform
weights can also be applied to the Hadamard classifier
of Ref. [1]. The classifier is realized by applying a swap-
test [11] to a quantum state that encodes the training
and test data in a specific format. The quantum state
fidelity can be raised to the power of n at the cost of
using n copies of training and test data. We also show
that the post-selection can be avoided by measuring an
expectation value of a two-qubit observable. The swap-
test classifier can be implemented without relying on the
specific initial state by using a method based on quantum
forking [12, 13] at the cost of increasing the number of
qubits. In this case, the training data, corresponding la-
bels, and the test data are provided on separate registers
as a product state. This approach is especially useful for
a number of situations: intrinsic – possibly unknown –
quantum data, parallel state preparation and gate inten-
sive routines, such as quantum feature maps. Further-
more, we show that the swap-test classifier is equivalent
to measuring the expectation value of a Helstrom opera-
tor, from which the optimal projectors for the quantum
state discrimination is constructed [14]. This motivates
further investigations on the fundamental connection be-
tween the distance-based quantum classification and the
Helstrom measurement. To demonstrate the feasibility
of the classifier with near-term quantum devices, we per-
form simulations on a classical computer with a realis-
tic error model, and realize a proof-of-principle experi-
ment on a quantum computer in the cloud provided by
IBM [15].
II. RESULTS
A. Classification without post-selection
The Hadamard classifier requires the training and test
data to be prepared in a quantum state as
∣∣Ψh〉 = 1√
2
M∑
m=1
√
wm (|0〉 |xm〉+ |1〉 |x˜〉) |ym〉 |m〉 , (1)
where the data are encoded into the state representation
|xm〉 =
∑N
i=1 xm,i |i〉, |x˜〉 =
∑N
i=1 x˜i |i〉, the binary label
is encoded in ym ∈ {0, 1}, and all inputs xm, x˜ have unit
length [1]. The superscript h indicates that the state is
for the Hadamard classifier. The first and the last qubits
are an ancilla qubit used for interfering training and test
data and an index qubit for training data, respectively.
In Ref. [1], each subspace has an equal probability am-
plitude, i.e., wm = 1/M ∀ m, resulting in a uniformly
weighted kernel. Here we introduce an arbitrary proba-
bility amplitude
√
wm, where
∑
m wm = 1, to show that
a non-uniformly weighted kernel can also be generated.
The goal of the classifier is to assign a new label y˜ to
the test data, which predicts the true class of x˜ denoted
by c(x˜) with high probability. The classifier is imple-
mented by a quantum interference circuit consisting of a
Hadamard gate and two single-qubit measurements. The
state after the Hadamard gate applied to the ancilla qubit
is
H
∣∣Ψh〉 = 1
2
M∑
m=1
√
wm (|0〉 |ψ+〉+ |1〉 |ψ−〉) |ym〉 |m〉 (2)
with |ψ±〉 = |xm〉 ± |x˜〉. Measuring the ancilla qubit in
the computational basis and post-selecting the state |a〉,
a ∈ {0, 1}, yield the state
∣∣Ψha〉 = 12√pa
M∑
m=1
√
wm |a〉 |ψa〉 |ym〉 |m〉 , (3)
where pa =
∑M
m=1 wm(1 + (−1)aRe 〈ψxm |ψx˜〉)/2 is the
probability to post-select a = 0 or 1, and ψ0(1) = ψ+(−).
The Hadamard classifer in Ref. [1] selects the measure-
ment outcome a = 0 and proceeds with a measurement
of the label register in the computational basis, resulting
in the measurement probability of
P(y˜ = b|a = 0) =tr [(1l⊗2 ⊗ |b〉〈b| ⊗ 1l) ∣∣Ψh0〉〈Ψh0 ∣∣]
=
1
2p0
M∑
m|ym=b
wm (1 + Re 〈x˜|xm〉) ,
(4)
where b ∈ {0, 1}. The test data is classified as y˜ that
is obtained with a higher probability. Since the success
probability of the classification depends on p0, in Ref. [1],
a data set is to be pre-processed in a way that the post-
selection succeeds with a probability of around 1/2. This
is done by standardizing all data xm such that they have
mean 0 and standard deviation 1 and applying the trans-
formation to the test datum x˜ too. Now we show that
the classifier can be realized without the post-selection,
thereby reducing the number of experiments by about a
factor of two, and avoiding the pre-processing (see Sup-
plementary Information).
If the classifier protocol proceeds with the ancilla qubit
measurement outcome of 1, the probability to measure b
on the label qubit is
P(y˜ = b|a = 1) =tr [(1l⊗2 ⊗ |b〉〈b| ⊗ 1l) ∣∣Ψh1〉〈Ψh1 ∣∣]
=
1
2p1
M∑
m|ym=b
wm (1− Re 〈x˜|xm〉) .
(5)
Thus, when the ancilla qubit measurement outputs 1, y˜
should be assigned to the label with a lower probability.
This result shows that both branches of the ancilla state
can be used for classification. The difference in the post-
selected branch only results in different post-processing
of the measurement outcomes.
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state preparation classification
/
/
Uh(D)
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FIG. 1. The Hadamard classifier. The first register is the
ancilla qubit (a), the second is the data qubit (d), third is
the label qubit (l), and the last one corresponds to the index
qubits (m). An operator Uh(D) creates the input state neces-
sary for the classification protocol. The Hadamard gate and
the two-qubit measurements statistics yield the classification
outcome.
The measurement and the post-processing procedure
can be described more succinctly with an expectation
value of a two-qubit observable, 〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉, where the su-
perscript a (l) indicates that the operator is acting on
the ancilla (label) qubit. The expectation value is
〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉 = tr
(
σ(a)z σ
(l)
z H
∣∣Ψh〉〈Ψh∣∣H)
=
M∑
m=1
wm
4
[
tr (σz|0〉〈0| ⊗ |ψ+〉〈ψ+| ⊗ σz|ym〉〈ym|)
+ tr (σz|1〉〈1| ⊗ |ψ−〉〈ψ−| ⊗ σz|ym〉〈ym|)
]
=
M∑
m=1
wm
4
[tr (|ψ+〉〈ψ+|)−tr (|ψ−〉〈ψ−|)] tr (σz|ym〉〈ym|)
=
M∑
m=1
(−1)ymwmRe 〈x˜|xm〉 . (6)
The last expression is obtained by using tr(|ψ±〉〈ψ±|) =
2 ± 2Re 〈x˜|xm〉, and tr(σz |ym〉〈ym|) = 1 for ym = 0 and
−1 for ym = 1. The test data is classified as 0 if 〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉
is positive, and 1 if negative:
y˜ =
1
2
(
1− sgn
(
〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉
))
. (7)
B. Quantum kernel based on state fidelity
In order to take the full advantage of the quantum
feature maps [8, 9] in a full range of machine learning
applications, it is desirable to construct a kernel based
on the quantum state fidelity, rather than considering
only a real part of the quantum state overlap as done in
Ref. [1]. We propose a quantum classifier based on the
quantum state fidelity by using a different initial state
than described in Ref. [1] and replacing the Hadamard
classification with a swap-test.
A state preparation requires the training data with la-
bels to be encoded as a specific format in the index, data
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FIG. 2. The swap-test classifier. The first register is the an-
cilla qubit (a), the second contains n copies of the test datum
(x˜), the third are the data qubits (d), the fourth is the label
qubit and the final regsiter corresponds to the index qubits
(m). An operator Us(D) creates the input state necessary for
the classification protocol. The swap-test and the two-qubit
measurement statistics yield the classification outcome.
and label registers. In parallel, a state preparation of the
test data is done on a separate input register. Unlike the
Hadamard classifier, the ancilla qubit is not in the part
of the state preparation, and it is only used in the mea-
surement step as the control qubit for the swap-test. The
controlled swap gate exchanges the training data and the
test data, and the classification is completed with the ex-
pectation value measurement of a two-qubit observable
on the ancilla and the label qubits. For brevity, we refer
to this classifier as swap-test classifier.
With multiple copies of training and test data, polyno-
mial kernels can be designed [16, 17]. With any n ∈ N, a
swap-test on n-copies of training and test data that are
entangled in a specific form results in
M∑
m=1
√
wm |0〉 |x˜〉⊗n |xm〉⊗n |ym〉 |m〉 Ha·c-swap
n·Ha−−−−−−−−−→ ∣∣Ψsf〉
=
M∑
m=1
√
wm
2
(|0〉 |ψn+〉+ |1〉 |ψn−〉) |ym〉 |m〉 (8)
where |ψn±〉 = |x˜〉⊗n |xm〉⊗n ± |xm〉⊗n |x˜〉⊗n, and the
superscript s indicates that the state is for the Hadamard
classifier. Using tr(|ψn±〉〈ψn±|) = 2 ± 2| 〈x˜|xm〉 |2n, the
expectation value of σ
(a)
z σ
(l)
z for this state is given as
tr
(
σ(a)z σ
(l)
z
∣∣Ψsf〉〈Ψsf ∣∣) = M∑
m=1
(−1)ymwm| 〈x˜|xm〉 |2n.
(9)
The swap-test classifier also assigns a label to the test
data according to Eq. (7). A quantum circuit for imple-
menting a swap-test classifier with a kernel based on the
nth power of the quantum state fidelity is depicted in
Fig. 2.
Note that if the projective measurement in the compu-
tational basis followed by post-selection is performed as
in Ref. [1], the probability of classification can be obtaind
4as
P(y˜ = b|a) = 1
2pa
M∑
m|ym=b
wm
(
1 + (−1)a| 〈x˜|xm〉 |2n
)
,
(10)
where pa =
∑M
m wm(1 + (−1)a| 〈x˜|xm〉 |2n)/2. Since pa
here is a function of the quantum state fidelity, which is
non-negative, p0 ≥ p1 and p0 ≥ 1/2. As a result, the
data pre-processing used in the Hadamard classifier for
ensuring a high success probability of the post-selection
is not strictly required for the swap-test classifier.
We demonstrate the performance of the swap-test clas-
sifier using a simple example data set that only consists
of two training data and one test data as
x1 =
i√
2
|0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉 , y1 = c(x1) = 0,
x2 =
i√
2
|0〉 − 1√
2
|1〉 , y2 = c(x2) = 1,
x˜(θ) = cos
θ
2
|0〉 − i sin θ
2
|1〉 ,
c(x) =
1
2
(1− sgn (| 〈x|x1〉 |q − | 〈x|x2〉 |q)) , q = 2. (11)
For simplicity, we omit the parameter θ and write x˜ =
˜x(θ) when the meaning is clear. The classification for
this trivial example requires quantum state fidelity rather
than the real component of the inner product as the dis-
tance measure, verifying the advantage of the proposed
method. Since the classification relies on the distance
between the training and test data in the quantum fea-
ture space, we also choose the c as to compare the dis-
tance between the test datum and training data in each
class. The inner products are 〈x˜|x1〉 = i sin
(
θ
2 +
pi
4
)
, and
〈x˜|x2〉 = i cos
(
θ
2 +
pi
4
)
. According to Eq. (9) the expec-
tation value is
〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉 = w1| 〈x˜|x1〉 |2 − w2| 〈x˜|x2〉 |2
= w1 sin
2
(
θ
2
+
pi
4
)
− w2 cos2
(
θ
2
+
pi
4
)
.
(12)
Thus the swap-test classifier outputs y˜ that coincides
with c(x˜(θ)) ∀ θ. Note that although we have chosen
q = 2 in this example, the swap-test classifier can cor-
rectly assign a new label y˜ ∀ q > 0. In contrast, the
Hadamard classifier will have the classification expecta-
tion value (see Eq. (6))
〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉 = w1 Re 〈x˜|x1〉 − w2 Re 〈x˜|x2〉 = 0. (13)
Thus in this example, for any test data parameterized
by θ, the Hadamard classifier cannot find the new la-
bel y˜. This data set will be used throughout the pa-
per for demonstrating all subsequent results. Moreover,
since the non-uniform weights merely creates a system-
atic shift of the expectation value (see Methods), without
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FIG. 3. Theoretical results of the swap-test classifier for the
example given in Eq. (11), for n = 1, 10, and 100 copies of
training and test data. The test data is classified as 0 (1) if
the expectation value, 〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉, is positive (negative). The
comparison of the results for various n illustrates the polyno-
mial sharpening which will eventually result into a Kronecker
δ if the number of copies approaches to the limit of ∞.
loss of generality, we use w1 = w2 = 1/2 in all examples
throughout the manuscript. Using the above example
data set, we illustrate the sharpening of the classification
as n increases in Fig. 3.
There are several interesting remarks on the result de-
scribed by Eq. (9). First, since the cross-terms of the in-
dex qubit cancel out, dephasing noise acting on the index
qubit does not alter the final result. The same argument
also holds for the label qubit. Moreover, the same result
can be obtained with the index and label qubits initial-
ized in the classical state as
∑
m wm |ym〉 〈ym| ⊗ |m〉 〈m|,
where
∑
m wm = 1. Second, as the number of copies
of training and test data approaches a large number, we
find the limit,
lim
n→∞〈σ
(a)
z σ
(l)
z 〉 =
M∑
m
(−1)ymwmδ(x˜− xm). (14)
Therefore, as the number of data copies reaches a large
number, the classifier assigns a label to the test data
approximately by counting the number of training data
to which the test data exactly matches.
C. Kernel construction from a product state
The classifiers discussed thus far require the prepa-
ration of a specific initial state structure. Full state
preparation algorithms are able to produce the desired
state [18–26] . However, all such approaches implicitly
assume knowledge of the training and testing data before
preparation, and some of the procedures need classical
calculation during a pre-processing step. In this section,
5we present the implementation of the swap-test classi-
fier when training and test data are encoded in different
qubits and provided as a product state. In this case, the
classifier does not require knowledge of either training
and test data. The input can be intrinsically quantum,
or can be prepared from the classical data by encoding
training and test data on a separate register. The label
qubits can be prepared with an Xym gate applied to |0〉.
Given the initial product state, the quantum state re-
quired for the swap-test classification can be prepared
systematically via a series of controlled swap gates con-
trolled by the index qubit, which is also provided on a
separate register, initially uncorrelated with the reset of
the system. The underlying idea is to adapt quantum
forking introduced in Refs. [12, 13] to create an entangled
state such that each subspace labeled by the orthogonal
states of the index qubit encodes different training data
set. For brevity, we denote the controlled swap operator
by c-swap(a, b|c) to indicate that a and b are swapped if
the control is c. With this notation, the classification can
be expressed with the following equations.
M∑
m
√
wm |0〉a |x˜〉⊗n |0〉⊗nd |0〉l |m〉 |x1〉⊗n |y1〉 |x2〉⊗n |y2〉 . . . |xM 〉⊗n |yM 〉
∏
m c-swap(l,ym|m)·c-swap(d,xm|m)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
M∑
m
√
wm |0〉a |x˜〉⊗n |xm〉⊗nd |ym〉l |m〉 |junkm〉
Ha·c-swap(d,x˜|a)·Ha−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ∣∣Φsf〉 = 12
M∑
m
√
wm(|0〉 |ψn+〉+ |1〉 |ψn−〉) |ym〉 |m〉 |junkm〉 , (15)
where |junkm〉 is some normalized product state. Other
than being entangled with the junk state,
∣∣∣Φsf〉 in
Eq. (15) is the same as
∣∣∣Ψsf〉 derived in Eq. (8). Since
tr(|junkm〉〈junkm|) = 1, the expectation value of an
observable σ
(a)
z σ
(l)
z is the same as the result shown in
Eq. (9). A quantum circuit for implementing the swap-
test classifier with the input data encoded as a product
state is depicted in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4. The swap-test classifier with quantum forking for
state preparation when the test data, the training data, and
the labels are given as a product state.
D. The connection to the Helstrom measurement
The swap-test classifier turns out to be an adaptation
of the measurement of a Helstrom observable, which leads
to the optimal detection strategy for deciding which of
two density operators ρ0 or ρ1 describes a system. The
quantum kernel shown in Eq. (9) is equivalent to mea-
suring the expectation value of an observable,
A =
∑
m|ym=0
wm (|xm〉〈xm|)⊗n −
∑
m|ym=1
wm (|xm〉〈xm|)⊗n ,
(16)
on n copies of |x˜〉. This can be easily verified as follows:
〈A〉 = tr
(
A |x˜〉〈x˜|⊗n
)
= tr
[
M∑
m
(−1)ymwm (|xm〉〈xm| · |x˜〉〈x˜|)⊗n
]
=
M∑
m=1
(−1)ymwm| 〈x˜|xm〉 |2n. (17)
The above observable can also be written as p0ρ0 − p1ρ1
by defining ρi =
∑
m|ym=i(wm/pi) |xm〉〈xm|
⊗n
, where∑
m|ym=i wm/pi = 1 and p0 + p1 = 1. In this case,
measuring the expectation value of A is equivalent to
measuring the expectation value of a Helstrom operator
with respect to the test data. The ability to implement
the swap-test classifier without knowing the training data
via quantum forking leads to a remarkable result that the
measurement of a Helstrom observable can also be per-
formed without a priori information of target states.
6E. Experimental and Simulation Results
To demonstrate the proof-of-principle, we applied the
swap-test classifier to solve the toy problem of Eq. (11)
using the IBM Q 5 Tenerife (ibmqx4) [15] quantum pro-
cessor. Since n = 1 in this example, five superconducting
qubits are used in the quantum circuit. The number of el-
ementary quantum gates required for realizing the exam-
ple classification is 25, 15 for single-qubit gates and 10 for
controlled-NOT gates (see Supplementary Fig. 5), which
is small enough for currently available noisy-intermediate
scale quantum (NISQ) devices.
The experimental results are presented with triangle
symbols, and compared to the theoretical values indi-
cated by solid and dotted lines in Fig. 5. Albeit having
an amplitude reduction of a factor of about 0.17 and a
phase shift in θ of about pi/5, the experimental results
qualitatively agrees well with the theory. To understand
sources of error, we performed classical simulations of
the experiment with realistic device parameters and a
noise model in which single- and two-qubit depolarizing
noise, thermal relaxation errors, and measurement errors
are taken into account. The relevant parameters used in
simulations are typical data for ibmqx4, and are listed in
Supplementary Table I. The simulation results are shown
as blue squares in Fig. 5, and the noise model explains
the amplitude error well. However, the erroneous phase
shift is not reproduced by the noise model, and the full
error analysis is beyond the scope of this work. Despite
the imperfections, the experiment demonstrates that the
swap-test classifier predicts the correct class for most of
the input x˜ (about 83% of the points sampled in this
experiment) in this toy problem.
III. DISCUSSION
We presented a quantum algorithm for constructing
a kernelized binary classifier with a quantum circuit as
a weighted power sum of the quantum state fidelity of
training and test data. The underlying idea of the classi-
fier is to perform a swap-test on a quantum state that
encodes data in a specific form. The quantum data
subject to classification can be intrinsically quantum or
classical information that is transformed to a quantum
feature space. We also proposed a two-qubit measure-
ment scheme for the classifier to avoid the classical pre-
processing of data, which is necessary for the method
proposed in Ref. [1]. Since our measurement uses the
expectation value of a two-qubit observable for classi-
fication, it opens up a possibility to apply error mit-
igation techniques [27, 28] to improve the accuracy in
the presence of noise without relying on quantum error
correcting codes. We also showed an implementation of
the swap-test classifier with training and test data en-
coded in separate registers as a product state by using the
idea of quantum forking. This approach bypasses the re-
quirement of the specific state preparation and the prior
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FIG. 5. Classification of the toy problem outlined in Eqs. (11)
and (12) vs. θ. The test data is classified as 0 (1) if the ex-
pectation value, 〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉, is positive (negative). The exper-
imental result (red triangles) is compared to simulation with
a noise model relevant to currently available quantum devices
(blue squares) and to the theoretical values (black line) which
is multiplied by a factor of ∼ 0.17.
knowledge of data at the cost of increasing the number
of qubits linearly with the size of the data. The down-
side of this approach, which may limit its applicability,
is the use of many qubits which must be able to interact
with each other. The exponential function of the fidelity
approaches to the Dirac delta function as the number of
data copies, and hence the exponent, increases to a large
number. In this limit, the test data is assigned to a class
which contains a greater number of training data that is
identical to the test data. An intriguing question that
stems from this observation is whether such behaviour
of the classifier with respect to the number of copies of
quantum information is related to a consequence of the
classical limit of quantum mechanics.
Our results are imperative for applications of quantum
feature maps such as those discussed in Refs. [8, 9]. In
this setting, data will be mapped into the Hilbert space
of a quantum system, i.e., Φ : Rd → H. Then our clas-
sifier can be applied to construct a feature vector ker-
nel as |〈Φ(x)|Φ(xm)〉|2n := K(x,xm). Given the broad
applicability of kernel methods in machine learning, the
swap-test classifier developed in this work paves the way
for further developments of quantum machine learning
protocols that outperform existing methods. While the
Hadamard classifier developed in Ref. [1] also has the
ability to mimic the classical kernel efficiently, only the
real part of quantum states are considered. This may
limit the full exploitation of the Hilbert space as the fea-
ture space. Furthermore, quantum feature maps are sug-
gested as a candidate for demonstrating the quantum
advantage over classical counter parts. It is conjectured
that kernels of certain quantum feature maps are hard to
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FIG. 6. The circuit implementing the swap-test classifier on
the example data set given in Eq. (11).
estimate up to a polynomial error classically [9]. If this is
true, then the ability to construct a quantum kernel via
quantum forking and the swap-test can be a valuable tool
for solving classically hard machine learning problems.
We also showed that the swap-test classification is
equivalent to measuring the expectation value of a Hel-
strom operator. According to the construction of the
swap-test classifier based on quantum forking, this mea-
surement can be performed without knowing the target
states under hypothesis in the original state discrimina-
tion problem by Helstrom [14]. The derivation of the
measurement of a Helstrom operator from the swap-test
classifier motivates future work to find the fundamental
connection between the kernel-based quantum supervised
machine learning and the well-known Helstrom measure-
ment for quantum state discrimination. Another inter-
esting open problem is whether the Helstrom measure-
ment is also the optimal strategy for classification prob-
lems.
During the preparation of this manuscript, we became
aware of the independent work by Sergoli et al. [17], in
which a quantum-inspired classical binary classifier moti-
vated by the Helstrom measurement was introduced and
was verified to solve a number of standard problems with
promising accuracy. They also independently found an
effect of using copies of the data and reported an im-
proved classification performance by doing so. This again
advocates the potential impact of the swap-test classifier
with a kernel based on the power summation of quantum
state fidelities for machine learning problems.
Other future works include the extension of our results
to constructing other types of kernels, the application to
quantum support vector machines [16], and designing a
protocol to enhance the classification by utilizing non-
uniform weights in the kernel.
IV. METHODS
The quantum circuit implementing the problem of
Eq. (11) is shown by Fig. 6 where α denotes the angle
to prepare the index qubit to accommodate the weights
w1 and w2, and θ is the parameter of the test datum.
The experiment applied θ from 0 to 2pi in increments of
0.1. The experiment for each θ is executed with 8129
shots to collect measurement statistics. All experiments
are performed using a publicly available IBM quantum
device consisting of five superconducting qubits, and we
used the IBM quantum information science kit (qiskit)
framework [2] for circuit design and processing. The ver-
sions – as defined by PyPi versions numbers – we used
while working on this research topic were 0.7.0 - 0.8.0 in
which no breaking changes were done.
Superconducting quantum computing devices that are
currently available via the cloud service, such as those
used in this work, have limited coupling between qubits.
The challenge of rewriting the quantum circuit to match
device constraints can be easily addressed for a small
number of qubits and gates. The quantum circuit lay-
out with physical qubits of the device is shown in Sup-
plementary Information. A minor challenge to be ad-
dressed is that each quantum operation of an algorithm
must be decomposed into native gates that can be real-
ized with the IBM quantum device. This step is done
by the pre-processing library of qiskit. The final cir-
cuit that is executed on the device consists of 15 single-
qubit gates and 10 controlled-NOT gates and is shown in
Supplementary Fig. 5. The measurement statistics are
gathered by repeating the two-qubit projective measure-
ment in the σz basis. The expectation value is calculated
by 〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉 = 18192 (c00 − c01 − c10 + c11), where cal de-
notes the count of measurement when the ancilla is a and
the label is l.
The noise model that we use for classical simulation of
the experiment is provided as the basic model in qiskit
and is explained in detail in the supplementary informa-
tion. In brief, the device calibration data and parameters,
such as T1 and T2 relaxation times, qubit frequencies, av-
erage gate error rate, read-out error rate have been ex-
tracted from the API for the Tenerife (ibmqx4) device
with the calibration date 2019-06-26 09:54:52 UTC. The
simulation also requires the gate times, which can be ex-
tracted from the device data. Supplementary Informa-
tion explains in detail how the device data and parame-
ters are used in the simulation, and lists the values.
Data availability
The datasets generated during and/or analysed during
the current study are available from the corresponding
author on reasonable request.
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I. SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE: REDUCING THE NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS
The post-measurement scheme of Ref. [1] succeeds with the classification if the ancilla is in the ground state (i.e.
|0〉), where the probability to be in the ground (a = 0) and excited (a = 1) state is given by pa =
∑M
m=1 wm(1 +
(−1)aRe 〈ψxm |ψx˜〉)/2. The post-selection scheme will take a toll on the number of experiments that have to be
discarded, in particular if p0 is small. As has been pointed out [1], this can be circumvented by standardizing the
data, i.e., having mean 0 and covariance 1. In this case, p0 = p1 is attained in the limit M → ∞ as the number of
samples grow. For a proof of this statement, observe that
|p0 − p1| = 1
2
∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
m=1
wm(1 + Re 〈xm|x˜〉)− wm(1− Re 〈xm|x˜〉)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
m=1
wmRe 〈xm|x˜〉
∣∣∣∣∣ . (S1)
Let X,Y ∼ N (0, 1) be two independent Gaussian random variables. Then we know that X · Y ∼ c1Q − c2R where
Q,R ∼ χ2(1) and
c1 =
V ar(X + Y )
4
=
1
2
,
c2 =
V ar(X − Y )
4
=
1
2
.
As V ar(X) = V ar(Y ), both Q and R are independent. The expectation value is given by E[XY ] = c1−c2 = 0. Given
X = (X1, . . . , Xd) and Y = (Y1, . . . , Yd) ∼ Nd(0,1) d-dimensional multivariate standard Gaussian random vectors,
we know that each of the marginal distributions Xi and Yi are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and
standard uni-variate Gaussian random variables. Therefore E [X ·Y] = E[X1Y1 + · · · + XdYd] = 0. Now if x˜ is a
realization of X and (xm) are M realizations of Y, then (〈x˜|xm〉) are M realizations of X · Y. In Ref. [1] it was
assumed that wm = 1/M , and therefore we find that p0 − p1 is indeed the mean of the series of inner products. This
shows that |p0 − p1| → 0 as M → ∞. Now, even if p0 is very small given raw data, once pre-processed, this allows
for the post-selection to succeed with the probability close to 1/2. Nevertheless, since p1 is also close to 1/2, half of
the experiments are discarded in the classification. As a consequence, the two-qubit measurement introduced in the
main manuscript will result in reducing the number of experiments by about a factor of 2 if the data is real-valued
and approximately multivariate normal.
As briefly discussed in the main text, the same argument does not apply to the swap-test classifier, as we have
|p0 − p1| =
M∑
m=1
wm| 〈xm|x˜〉 |2n (S2)
and the expectation value, for standardized data, will always be positive. Indeed, one must argue that p0 will in
expectation be greater than p1. Hence the expectation value measurement does not provide the factor of two speed-
up with respect to the number of experiments. Nevertheless, all experiments contributes to the classification. As such,
we conclude that the two-qubit expectation value measurement is an improvement from the post-selection scheme in
both cases, the Hadamard and the swap-test classifier.
II. SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE: DETAILS ON SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT WITH IBM
QUANTUM EXPERIENCE
A. Preliminaries
This section describes details of simulations and experiments presented in the main manuscript and references to
the data. For all simulations and experiments, we used IBM quantum information science kit (Qiskit) framework [2].
The versions – as defined by PyPi versions numbers – we used were 0.7.0 - 0.8.0 in which no breaking changes were
done.
As grounds of our technical endeavors we use the classification example Eq. (11) of the main manuscript:
x1 =
i√
2
|0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉 , y1 = 0, x2 = i√
2
|0〉 − 1√
2
|1〉 , y2 = 1, x˜ = cos θ
2
|0〉 − i sin θ
2
|1〉 .
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In case of a binary classification problem, a true label function c must be given which assigns each data sample x a
label 0, 1. For learning algorithms that use a similarity measure as basis this is simply given by
c(x) =

0, w1D(x,x1) > w2D(x,x2)
1, w1D(x,x1) < w2D(x,x2)
1
2 , w1D(x,x1) = w2D(x,x2)
or equivalently,
c(x) =
1
2
(1− sgn (w1D(x,x1)− w2D(x,x2))) . (S3)
The classification is thus dependent on a similarity measure. In general a similarity measure, as given above, is a
real-valued function D. In a quantum setting, the common similarity measures are the quantum state fidelity or the
state overlap, i.e., the inner product D(·, ·) = 〈·|·〉. A very common similarity measure reminiscent to the state overlap
is the cosine similarity D(x1,x2) = x1 · x2/(‖x1‖‖x2‖) for real valued d dimensional vectors. It is quite interesting
to note that the Hadamard classifier favors the latter while the swap-test protocol favors the former. The main focus
of our work relates to quantum feature maps projecting real-valued data into a high dimensional (quantum) Hilbert
space, and therefore invoking the need for a natural similarity measure such as the quantum state fidelity. Therefore
the true label function c is defined in our case with the state fidelity as similarity measure.
Applying the classifiers to the above problem, the expectation values of the two-qubit observable used for the
swap-test and the Hadamard classifier are
〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉 = w1| 〈x˜|x1〉 |2 − w2| 〈x˜|x2〉 |2 = w1 sin2
(
θ
2
+
pi
4
)
− w2 cos2
(
θ
2
+
pi
4
)
, (S4)
and
〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉 = w1 Re 〈x˜|x1〉 − w2 Re 〈x˜|x2〉 = 0, (S5)
respectively (see Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) in the main manuscript). As w1+w2 = 1, we get 〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉 = sin2
(
θ
2 +
pi
4
)−w2,
which is a simple translation. For simplicity, we used w1 = w2 =
1
2 in all simulations and experiments. Having the
previous discussion in mind we see that the Hadamard classifier, favoring the cosine similarity and forcing real-values,
will evaluate the test datum equally similar to each of the training samples. This example is of course chosen with
the intention to demonstrate that only a classifier with a similarity measure that also takes imaginary values into
account, can be useful for future applications of quantum feature maps to the full extent.
As the toy problem defined here includes a parameter θ ∈ (0, 2pi), we need to systematically apply this range of
values in the experiment. An equidistant discretization of the interval is done in steps of 0.1. For each θ, one circuit
is transpiled and sent together in one batch (called Qobj in qiskit) to either the simulator or the API (hence the
device). experiments and simulations are executed with 8129 shots to collect measurement statistics.
B. Circuit Design
The state to prepare is Ψinit =
∑M
m=1
√
wm |0〉 |x˜〉⊗n |xm〉⊗n |ym〉 |m〉. In fact, the toy problem of Eq. (11) of the
main text was chosen to maximize the improvement of classification with respect to the Hadamard classifier and
to be preparable with only one entangling operation difference. The resulting circuit is depicted in Supplementary
Fig. 1 for the swap-test classifier, and the circuit for the Hadamard classifier is shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. The
non-uniform weights w1, and w2 with w1 + w2 = 1 can be realized by applying a Y -rotation on the index register
|m〉 with an angle α = 2 sin−1 (√w2). We use qiskit to program the circuit using Python, see the code listing in
Supplementary Note III A.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. 1. The circuit implementing the swap-test classifier on the example.
The example problem defined in Eq. (11) of the main manuscript is also used for verifying the swap-test classifier
with multiple copies of training and test data. The full n-copy circuit code is given in the repository [3], while an
example circuit for n = 10 is shown in Supplementary Fig. 7.
SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. 2. The circuit implementing the Hadamard classifier on the example.
Superconducting qubit devices, such as those provided via the IBM cloud, are limited in the coupling between
physical qubits. Qubit couplings are needed in order to be able to construct arbitrary unitaries, a natural prerequisite
to most useful applications. For a small number of qubits and gates, as in our toy example, we were able to hand-pick a
logical-to-physical qubit mapping. An analysis of the requirements shows that there are two groups of coupled logical
qubits. The first is ancilla–data–input (a, d, in) and the second is index–data–label (m, d, l). Given the coupling map
of the ibmqx2 and ibmqx4 – see Supplementary Fig. 3 – we see that the mapping a → q4, m → q0, d → q2, l →
1
4
2 30
SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. 3. Coupling map of the IBM quantum devices, Yorktown (ibmqx2) and Tenerife (ibmqx4), without
directions (given by frequencies). Source Ref. [4].
q1, in→ q3 allows for a feasible circuit. On the other hand, for the Hadamard classifier a coupling is necessary of the
groups ancilla-data-index (a, d,m) and index-label (m, l). This leads to the mapping a→ q1, m→ q2, d→ q0, l→ q3.
Each applied quantum operation of an algorithm must be decomposed into native gates that can be realized with
the IBM quantum device. An arbitrary single qubit unitary operation can be expressed as
U(θ, φ, λ) =
(
cos(θ/2) −eiλ sin(θ/2)
eiφ sin(θ/2) eiλ+iφ cos(θ/2)
)
. (S6)
The native single qubit gates are then given as u1= U(0, 0, λ), u2= U(pi/2, φ, λ), and u3= U(θ, φ, λ). The native
two qubit gate is the controlled-NOT (cx) operation. The transpilation resolving most of arbitrary unitary operations
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to the native gates is done by qiskit pre-processing involving a so-called PassManager that can be configured as
needed. As the logical–to–physical qubit mapping was hand-picked the transpilation consists of three passes without
a nearest-neighbor constraint resolving pass:
• Decompose all non-native gates (qiskit.transpiler.passes.Unroller).
• Direct cx gates according to coupling map (using qiskit.transpiler.passes.CXDirection).
• Optimize single qubit gates (using qiskit.transpiler.passes.Optimize1qGates).
Each original quantum circuit is now transformed to a circuit with the qubit arrangement and gate decomposition that
are suitable for the experimental constraints. The described procedure is by no means optimal. Note that optimality
must first be defined and must take into account environmental noise as well as pulse, readout and cross-talk errors.
Such calibration data is partially provided but its effects must be modelled first. A fully automated and almost
optimal procedure will therefore be a research area of its own, and we will not dive into it at this point. In order
to resolve nearest-neighbor constraint one usually applies two-qubit swap operations which can be decomposed into
three cx gates. Since the use of three cx gates is usually an expensive operation we tried to minimize the number of
swap gates for connecting physically uncoupled qubits logically. For the toy example it is even possible to go without
swap gates. The final number of gates after transpiling the swap-test classifier (as implemented by the circuit in
Supplementary Fig. 1) is at 25 for all values of θ. The fully transpiled quantum circuit is shown in Supplementary
Fig. 5. Similarly, the transpiled quantum circuit of the Hadamard classifier, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 2, has a
gate count of 40, refer to Supplementary Fig. 6 for a full circuit.
Measurement
In the main manuscript we introduced the measurement of a two-qubit observable, σ
(a)
z σ
(l)
z , which has two eigen-
values +1 and −1. We identify the readouts 00 and 11 with the eigenvalue +1 and 01 and 10 with −1. Each single
experiment thus has two outcomes +1 to −1, giving rise to a classification estimator cˆ(x˜) = 0 or cˆ(x˜) = 1, respectively.
In fact the expectation value of this estimator is
E[cˆ(x˜)] =
1
N
(c00 + c11 − (c01 + c10))
where cal denotes the count of measurement when the ancilla was a and the label was l. By construction this is equal
to the expectation value of the two-qubit observable, hence E[cˆ(x˜)] = 〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉, so the choice of cˆ is the naturally
arising unbiased estimator of the classification. The code listing in Supplementary Note III B shows how the readout
is converted to an estimation of the classification given the number of shots.
C. Simulation with a realistic noise model
The reason to use a simulator with realistic noise lies in the ability to get a close understanding of the experimental
results. Therefore it was desired to apply a reasonably relevant but still easy-to-use noise model. The provided basic
error model of qiskit seemed to fit into those requirements. For this reason it was necessary to fully understand
the provided noise model in order to understand the results. As such we did an in-depth code analysis of the applied
simulator.
Simulations in this work were executed by using qiskit-aer, an open source simulator provided by IBM [2],
with the noise model option enabled. The basic noise model that is provided with qiskit-aer is found in
qiskit.providers.aer.noise.device.models.basic_device_noise_model. The noise simulation takes device pa-
rameters, calibration data, gate time and temperature as input. There are several groups of device information:
device parameters (frequency of each qubit f in GHz and temperature of device T in K), device calibration (average
single-qubit gate infidelities , cx gate error rate cx, the readout error rate r and T1, T2 relaxation times in µs) and
finally device pulse times in ns (Gaussian derivative (GD) and Gaussian Flattop (GF) pulse duration and buffer time
(B)) denoted by Tg(·). The error model consists of the following local error channels: readout error, depolarizing error
and thermal relaxation error.
The model is briefly summarized with examples in the documentation [5]. As is stated, the noise model is a
simplified approximation of the real dynamics of a device, and therefore caution of the applicability is given as the
study of noisy quantum devices is an active field of research. The following analysis was done by code-review of the
version 0.1.1 of qiskt-aer.
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Readout Error
The readout error probability is defined as pjm = P(j|m), where m is the actual state and j is the measured
outcome (m, j ∈ {0, 1}), and is denoted by r=ˆreadout_error where r = pjm if j 6= m.
Depolarizing Error
The depolarizing channel in the absence of T1 and T2 relaxations (i.e., T1 = T2 = ∞) is given by the following.
Say the average gate error is given by  = 1−F where F is the average gate fidelity. The n-dimensional depolarizing
channel can be represented by the operator
Edep = (1− p)I + pD
where I is the identity and D is the completely depolarizing channel. The average gate fidelity is then given by
F (Edep) = (1− p)F (I) + pF (D) = (1− p) + p
n
,
where F (I) = 1 and F (D) = n−1 = 1− pn−1n . Therefore it is true that
p =
1− F (Edep)
n−1
n
= n
1− F (Edep)
n− 1 = n

n− 1 ,
where n = 2N , N is the number of qubits, and =ˆerror_param.
Next, we scrutinize the case when thermal relaxations are present. Starting with the one-qubit case (n = 2), given
a non-negative gate time denoted by Tg and some non-negative values of T1 and T2 that satisfy T2 ≤ 2T1, and with
d = exp{−Tg/T1}+ 2 exp{−Tg/T2} then
p = 1 + 3
2− 1
d
.
For the two-qubit depolarizing probability (n = 4), given some non-negative values of Ti1 and Ti2 that satisfy
Ti2 ≤ 2Ti1, where i ∈ {0, 1} labels the qubit, and with τik = exp
{
− TgTik
}
(k = 1, 2),
d = τ01 + τ11 + τ01τ11 + 4τ02τ12 + 2(τ02 + τ12) + 2(τ11τ02 + τ01τ12),
where Tg is the gate time. Then the depolarizing probability is
p2 = 1 + 5
4− 3
d
.
Kraus representation of the depolarizing channel is given by the Kraus operators
En = {
√
1− (4N − 1)p/4NI⊗N ,
√
p/4NPj}
where Pj ∈ {I,X, Y, Z}⊗N \ I⊗N denotes an element in the set of N -qubit Pauli operators minus the identity matrix.
Thermal Relaxation Error
Thermal relaxation is governed by the relaxation times T1, T2 with the above constraints and the gate time Tg.
There is a chance that a reset error (unwanted projection or unobserved measurement) happens, the weight to which
state this happens (either towards |0〉 or |1〉) is dependent on a value called the excited state population, 0 ≤ pe ≤ 1,
which is defined as
pe =
(
1 + exp
{
2hf
kBT
})−1
,
where T is the given temperature in K, f is the qubit’s frequency in Hz, kB is Boltzmann ’s constant (eV/K) and h is
Planck ’s constant (eVs). For the limiting cases we have pe = 0 if the frequency f →∞ or temperature T → 0. The
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T1 and T2 relaxation error rates can be defined as T1 = exp{−Tg/T1} and T2 = exp{−Tg/T2}, respectively. From
this the defined T1 reset probability is given by preset = 1− T1 . Depending on the regime of T1 and T2 there are two
different models. If T2 ≤ T1, qiskit implements the thermal relaxation as a probabilistic mixture of qobj circuits
from the circuits that implement I, Z, reset to |0〉, and reset to |1〉 with the probabilities
pid = 1− pz − pr0 − pr1,
pz = (1− preset)
(
1− T2−1T1
)
/2,
pr0 = (1− pe)preset,
pr1 = pepreset,
respectively. Note that in this case qiskit does not use the Kraus representation. However, the Kraus operators for
a reset circuit that projects a given quantum state to |i〉 can be expressed as
Eri = {|i〉 〈0| , |i〉 〈1|}.
If T2 > T1, then the error channel can be described by a Choi-matrix representation [6]. For a quantum channel E ,
the Choi matrix Λ is defined by
Λ =
∑
i,j
|i〉 〈j| ⊗ E(|i〉 〈j|).
The evolution of a density matrix with respect to the Choi-matrix is then defined by
E(ρ) = tr1[Λ(ρT ⊗ I)]
where tr1 is the trace over the first (main) system in which ρ exists. In this thermal relaxation case the Choi-matrix
is given by
Λ =
1− pepreset 0 0 T20 pepreset 0 00 0 (1− pe)preset 0
T2 0 0 1− (1− pe)preset
 .
For usability qiskit-aer transforms this representation to Kraus maps. If the Choi matrix is Hermitian with non-
negative eigenvalues, the Kraus maps are given by Kλ =
√
λΦ(vλ) where λ is an eigenvalue and vλ its eigenvector.
Furthermore Φ is a isomorphism from Cn2 to Cn×n with column-major order mapping, i.e. Φ(x)i,j = (xi+n(j−1))
with i, j = 1, . . . , n and x ∈ Cn2 . If the Choi matrix has negative eigenvalues or is not Hermitian, a singular value
decomposition is applied which leads to two sets of Kraus map. Let Λ = UΣV † be the singular value decomposition
with Σ = diag(σ1, . . . , σn) with σi ≥ 0. Given U = (u1| · · · |un), also called the left singular vectors, and V =
(v1| · · · |vn), the right singular vectors, then the Kraus maps are computed to be K(l)i =
√
σiΦ(ui) and K
(r)
i =√
σiΦ(vi). If left and right Kraus maps aren’t equal to each other, i.e. ui 6= vi for some i = {1, . . . , n}, they do not
represent a completely positive trace preserving (CPTP) map.
Combining Errors and Application to Simulations
Both error representations, i.e. Kraus maps, are computed independently and then combined by composition.
According to qiskit-aer’s documentation [5] the probability of the depolarizing error is set such that the combined
gate infidelity of depolarizing and thermal relaxation error is equal to the reported device’s average gate infidelity.
This is the anchor point of the noise model and the actual measured values of the device.
The described model is applied under qiskit as the basic model only when provided with all of the device’s data:
qubit frequency, T1, T2 times, gate and readout error parameters and gate times. If gate times are missing, only
depolarizing noise is activated as a gate time of Tg = 0 results in an equivalent situation as if T1 = T2 = ∞. This is
noteworthy as the gate times for the cx gate (to be precise, the GF pulse time) are not given through qiskit or the
API and need to be manually copied from the device information and computed by using the gate composition (as
given in Ref. [7]) before any usage. For all single-qubit gate times the same restrictions apply. However ,in contrast
to the cx gate time, the gate and buffer times are sent through the API and are also updated regularly. Therefore
most invocations of the basic error model will not include the advanced noise parts described here.
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We manually calculated the gate times for the GD pulses as given from the device backend information [7], while
the single qubit gate and buffer times are sent through the API. According to the composition of a gate with Frame
Change (FC), Gaussian Flattop (GF) and Gaussian Derivative (GD) pulses with buffers appended afterwards, we find
that a the gate times are given by
Tg(u1) =0, (S7)
Tg(u2) =Tg(GD) + Tg(B), (S8)
Tg(u3) =2Tg(GD) + 2Tg(B) (S9)
and for the one existing two-qubit operation, the cx gate,
Tg(cx) = max
i=0,1
{Tg(GDi) + Tg(Bi)}+ 2(Tg(GF ) + max
i=0,1
{Tg(Bi)}) + Tg(B0) + Tg(GD0) (S10)
where Tg(B), Tg(GD) and Tg(GF ) are the buffer time after each pulse, the duration of a GD and GF pulse, respectively.
FC is an operation that changes the parameters of the next GD pulse, which effectively implements a rotation around
the z-axis of the Bloch sphere, i.e., virtual Z-gate.
We have extracted the device parameters from the device’s calibration of the 2016-06-26 09:54:52 UTC, as shown
in Supplementary Table I, which are applied as the device data to the described noise model. The results are shown
in Supplementary Fig. 4.
Name T1 [µs] T2 [µs] f [GHz] T [K] Tg(GD) [ns] Tg(B) [ns]  r
Q0 47.10 18.90 5.2463 0.0 60.0 10.0 0.00060 0.0390
Q1 34.30 8.70 5.2983 0.0 60.0 10.0 0.00180 0.0850
Q2 34.50 39.00 5.3383 0.0 60.0 10.0 0.00146 0.1730
Q3 43.70 38.80 5.4261 0.0 60.0 10.0 0.00223 0.3540
Q4 61.20 4.30 5.1746 0.0 60.0 10.0 0.00197 0.2340
(a)
Name Tg(GF ) [ns] cx
CX10 110 0.0266
CX20 152 0.0285
CX21 200 0.0590
CX32 250 0.0487
CX34 150 0.0719
CX42 400 0.0609
(b)
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE I. Device data from the calibration on 2019-06-26 09:54:52 UTC used for the noise model for the
simulation matching the experiment shown in Supplementary Fig. 4. (a) Sinlge qubit data with an error population temperature
of T . (b) cx gate times indirectly given by the GF pulse time and the average gate infidelity.
To conclude our analysis of the fitness of the noise simulation, we want to assert the dampening of both experimental
and simulation results compared to the theoretical result. For this we define a reference function with parameters
for the amplitude, phase shift and ordinate shift f(a, ϑ, w2)(θ) = 〈σ(a)z σ(y)z 〉 = a(sin2
(
θ+ϑ
2 +
pi
4
) − w2) and fit this
model to the data. By using the standard scipy.optimize we find for the benchmark (theory) a = 9.99999993e−01,
ϑ = −6.91619552e−09, w2 = 4.99999993e−01 which of course was expected. For the simulation and experiment we
get, respectively,
a =0.17368886, ϑ = −0.0345011 ≈ − pi
100
, w2 = 0.50232985
a =0.17867661, ϑ = 0.68123543 ≈ pi
5
, w2 = 0.54020481.
Our conclusion here is that the dampening difference between the simulation and experiment is less than 0.01, and
thus in this scenario all effects of single- and two-qubit depolarizing, thermal relaxation and measurement errors are
adequately modelled. On the other hand, the phase shift differs significantly. This makes apparent, that the noise
model does not completely predict the experiment. One might conjecture that the error does not come from handled
(and described) local errors. Our experience with the device gives the impression that non-local cross-talk effects
could possibly account for the observed error.
D. Data and Code
The data will be found on Github [3]. The folder /experiment_results (where / means the root of the repository)
holds all data referenced in the paper and the supplemental information. Important to note, all experiments with the
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. 4. Classification of the toy problem outlined in Eqs. (11) and (12) of the main manuscript vs. θ.
The experiment is performed on the ibmqx4 with date 2019-03-24, and its result (red triangles) is compared to simulation result
(blue squares) obtained using device parameters listed in Supplementary Table I and to the theoretical values (black line) which
is multiplied by a factor of ∼ 0.17. The noise model used in our simulation accurately predicts the amplitude error, but it does
not capture the shift in θ.
ending _archive are those experiments which do not have a matching noise simulation, i.e., the parameters used in
the noise simulation are artificial as they are not directly collected from the actual quantum device at the time of the
experiment. The others do. How to read the data is explained in the ReadMe.md file accompanying the repository.
We used the following data in the main manuscript:
• For the swap-test classifier on the 2019-03-24 on ibmqx4: exp_sim_regular_noise_data_20190324T102757Z.py
III. SUPPLEMENATRY NOTE: LISTINGS
A. Circuit Factory Python Code
The factory creating the n-copies swap-test classifier is shown below. The function ‘compute rotation’ computes
an angle for a Y -rotation for preparing the index to a state that corresponds to the weights w1 and w2:
import cmath
import math
import numpy as np
import q i s k i t
from q i s k i t . e x t en s i on s import standard
def c r e a t e s w a p t e s t c i r c u i t ( i ndex s ta t e , theta , u s e b a r r i e r s=Fal se ) :
a = q i s k i t . QuantumRegister (1 , ”a” )
index = q i s k i t . QuantumRegister (1 , ”m” )
d = q i s k i t . QuantumRegister ( cop ie s , ”d” )
l a b e l = q i s k i t . QuantumRegister (1 , ” l ” )
inp = q i s k i t . QuantumRegister ( cop ie s , ” in ” )
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c = q i s k i t . C l a s s i c a l R e g i s t e r (2 , ”c” )
qc = q i s k i t . QuantumCircuit ( a , index , d , l abe l , inp , c , name=”improvement” )
# Index on q 0
alpha y , = compute rotat ion ( i n d e x s t a t e )
i f alpha y i s None :
standard . h( qc , index )
else :
standard . ry ( qc , −alpha y , index ) . i n v e r s e ( )
i f u s e b a r r i e r s : standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
# A n c i l l a S u p e r p o s i t i o n
standard . h( qc , a )
i f u s e b a r r i e r s : standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
# Unknown data
for copy in range ( c o p i e s ) :
standard . rx ( qc , theta , inp [ copy ] )
i f u s e b a r r i e r s : standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
# C o n d i t i o n a l l y e x i t e x 1 on data q 2 ( c e n t e r ! )
for copy in range ( c o p i e s ) :
standard . h( qc , d [ copy ] )
i f u s e b a r r i e r s : standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
standard . rz ( qc , math . pi , d [ copy ] ) . i n v e r s e ( )
i f u s e b a r r i e r s : standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
standard . s ( qc , d [ copy ] )
i f u s e b a r r i e r s : standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
standard . cz ( qc , index , d [ copy ] )
i f u s e b a r r i e r s : standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
# Labe l y 1
standard . cx ( qc , index , l a b e l )
i f u s e b a r r i e r s : standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
# c−SWAP! ! !
for copy in range ( c o p i e s ) :
standard . cswap ( qc , a [ 0 ] , d [ copy ] , inp [ copy ] )
i f u s e b a r r i e r s : standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
# Hadamard on a n c i l l a
standard . h( qc , a )
i f u s e b a r r i e r s : standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
# Measure on a n c i l l a and l a b e l
standard . b a r r i e r ( qc )
q i s k i t . c i r c u i t . measure . measure ( qc , a [ 0 ] , c [ 0 ] )
q i s k i t . c i r c u i t . measure . measure ( qc , l a b e l [ 0 ] , c [ 1 ] )
return qc
B. Expectation Value Python Code
The code to calculate the two-qubit expectation value 〈σ(a)z σ(l)z 〉 is shown below.
def e x t r a c t c l a s s i f i c a t i o n ( counts ) :
# type : ( Dict [ s t r , i n t ] ) −> f l o a t
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shot s = sum( counts . va lue s ( ) )
return ( counts . get ( ’ 00 ’ , 0) − counts . get ( ’ 01 ’ , 0) − \
counts . get ( ’ 10 ’ , 0) + counts . get ( ’ 11 ’ , 0 ) ) / f loat ( shot s )
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